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Welcome everyone to another evening of 
great videos! 
The MC for tonight is Paula Cutulle

The MCs for the following months will be 
TBA
  
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Once again Hamilton was named Movie 
Capital of Canada. 

Paula being the big winner with: first runner 
up for best cinematography, best sound, best 
visual effects for Autumn Leaves, 1st place 
for The Essence of Being, best editing and 1st 
runner up for most Humorous for Auto Co 
Wreck.

Miro won Most original video, Best sound, 
Best special effects & Best cinematography for 
They Came Back.

Ray won Most humorous for When I’m 64

George gave a speech on 4K
4K refers to 4,000 pixels horizontal screen. 
3840x2160 is the dominant 4K standard. 
The first video is by Henry at 720p

The next one is a holographic whale at 1080p. 
The third one is a ghost at 1080p
The fourth one is classical music
George then showed us some backyard shots 
on 4K.

Tool Room by Alex Szatmary  (2:30)
In a tool room where we first think the tools 
are building themselves until we see a person 
at the end of the video.

Way Out West by Harold Cosgrove (13:00)
Harold & Mary head out to the west coast. 
They stop by Shannon Falls the 3rd largest in 
BC. Then it’s off to Whistler Village by gon-
dola which takes 25 mins. At the Aquarium, 
btw that’s not Harold in the swim suit. Take 
a walk on the wild side with the suspension 
bridge. Harold sat that one out. Pyramid Falls 
can only be seen by train. The falls are, in 
total, about 300 feet high & drop that distance 
in 2 large drops. The second & largest of the 
2 drops fans out near the bottom in the shape 
of a pyramid, hence its name. The creek, after 
dropping over the falls, flows under the rail-
way tracks & joins the North Thompson. End-
ing the trip was a Maliza Lake cruise.

Meetings held the 1st Thursday every month at the 
Knights of Columbus – 222 Queenston Rd., Hamilton 

Videomaking Basics – 7:10 p.m., • Regular Meeting – 7:40 p.m.



A View From a Higher Plane by Miro 
Kantarsky (12:00)
Miro takes a trip in an old bird. (RCAF) as 
he flies all over Lake Ontario doing dives & 
different maneuvers. 

COFFEE BREAK
The coffee break brought a lot of interest-
ing conversation, great snacks and good 
coffee and tea courtesy of Paula Cutulle                                                                                   
The 50/50 draw tonight was won by Paula 
Cutulle

For those that missed Bag Night first time we 
showed the videos a second time.
Bag Night videos

I’m Not Gord - Ray’s group (6:48)                                                                                
Paul enjoys a sunny day when Cathy & Henry 
and start insisting he’s either Gord Downie or 
Steve Jobs. He tries in vain to convince them 
he is neither. He even produces a phone with 
an app that he’s Justin Trudeau in disguise. 
That doesn’t even work.

Solitaire - Rick’s group (2:14)                                                                                     
Dave tries to enjoy a quiet afternoon in the 
park when Joan happens along and she just 
won’t leave him alone. He finally has to tell 
her that Solitaire is a ONE person game.

Auto Co Wreck - Paula’s group (4:30)                                                                         
Keith tries texting his buddy Eckhard but the 
auto correct (auto co wreck) keeps screwing 
up causing one to be embarrassed and the 
other to be extremely angry.

See you all next month. Same bat time. Same 
bat channel.
Happy filmmaking everyone.

And one..and two..and one..and two..George’s workout

Paula warns everyone to stay outta her office.

Paula was first to sing Karaoke with the new mike



Keith hopes to substitute a loonie for a toonie with the 
hopes that Cathy doesn’t catch him

Since Fred isn’t driving tonight...cheers!!

Cathy congratulates Paula for winning the 50/50 draw

Fred & Keith congratulate Ray on winning the most 
humourous award for “When I’m 64”

Fred & Keith congratulate Paula for winning first 
runner up for most humourous award for “Auto Co 

Wreck”
Paula needs more arms to take home her awards.
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VERY IMPORTANT 

Just a reminder that all video lengths MUST be kept 
to no more than 10 to minutes (12 minutes max).  If 
the video is longer, then a portion shall be shown and 
the rest of it will be shown at the next meeting.  There 
may be exceptions but that will be decided at the 
time.  Please do not try to “sneak” in one that is 
longer than ten minutes unless special permission 
is given.  If the video is longer than the minimum, any 
of the executive members has the obligation to tell 
the AV person to stop the video.  In which case only 
half will be shown and the other new.  It would not be 
fair to keep showing videos with the same subject 
content .repeatedly.  Half will be shown next meeting.  
No club members can override this decision.  We 
need to be able to show as many videos from the 
members as possible and keep the subjects fresh. 

 


